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HOW DID WE COME UP WITH THIS BOOK? 
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THE VALUE OF COMPETITION 

Greater welfare & prosperity

Greater innovation

Choice 

Quality
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WHEN IS COMPETITION TOXIC?

AND WHOM SHOULD WE BLAME? 
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GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE OF TOXIC COMPETITION!



RACE TO THE BOTTOM 

Good competition turns bad 

US National Hockey League & Helmets
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UK Schools’ Ranking 

→Standard Assessment Tests:

‘If a child leaves they’re taking money with them because you are 
funded based on the number of children you’ve got. Money is 
walking out of the School one by one… A fellow Head Teacher 
rang me and his exact words were ‘the only thing you did wrong 
was you got caught.’ I made a mistake and I paid the price.’

→Cambridge International Pre-U 

Eton College’s deputy head …
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GIVE ME ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF 
WHEN TOO MUCH COMPETITION BACKFIRES…



QUALITY DEGRADATION
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“Horsegate scandal” 
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“IT WAS ALL TRIGGERED BY THIS INTENSE 
COMPETITION”
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‘We were under pressure to minimize any changes, to cut costs and 

get it done quickly. In my view, Boeing was making decisions on the 

basis of share price... The main requirement driving the design of 

the Max was that there could be no changes that would require 

flight simulator training by pilots. We could have really upgraded 

that aircraft but the company’s mandate about no extra training 

stopped us’

MCAS
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3RD OVERDOSE:

COMPETITION TO EXPLOIT US RATHER THAN 
BENEFIT US
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DISCRIMINATION & MANIPULATION 

Controlled Ecosystems: The Truman Show

The invisible hand being pushed aside by the digitalized hand.

Friction and outside options. 

Exploit emotional bias. …”moments when young people need a confidence 
boost.”…" "insecure," "defeated," "anxious," "silly," "useless," "stupid," 
"overwhelmed," "stressed," and "a failure." 

The role and limits of digital comparison tools (DCTs)

Fairness as a limit of behavioral discrimination. 

Minimize the Perceived Unfairness through Framing Effects

Application of Article 102(c) TFEU is limited by the need to establish ‘Competitive 
Disadvantage’ (See for example: Case C-525/16 MEO)



UNITED STATES v. GOOGLE

47. Consumers typically do not change their mobile device’s default search functions,

making securing preset default status for search access points important for effective distribution

of general search engines (and delivery of search ads). As one search competitor noted in 2019,

“For the most part, despite the simplicity of changing a default setting to enable customer choice,

experience shows us that users accept the default search experience that comes with their device

or the browser.” This fact is especially true on mobile devices; as Google observed in a 2018

strategy document, “People are much less likely to change [the] default search engine on

mobile.” Alternative methods of obtaining search access points or encouraging general search

engine usage—such as direct marketing to consumers—are not nearly as effective as

preinstalling search access points on mobile devices and computers.
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DRIP-PRICING 
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THE GAMEMAKERS



GOOGLE & FACEBOOK

Designers of the online advertising ecosystem 

Set the rules, tax, and allocation of wealth

Thousands of providers compete for our attention

Thousands of advertisers bid to reach us



OPACITY AND DISTORTIONS ARE KEY

Lever 1 – Hook 

Lever 2 – Extract Personal Data

Lever 3 – Use Data to Attract Bidders

“The centre of large empires” 

(Margrethe Vestager, G7, June 2019) 



BROADER IMPLICATIONS

What to do when the underlying competition is toxic

Competition is about us, but not for us

We serve competition, rather than it serving us

Competition brings out our worst, rather than our best



GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE OF WHO IS  PUSHING THIS TOXIC 
COMPETITION …
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WHICH OF THESE STATEMENTS ARE TRUE:

1. Private prisons provide the same (or better) level of 
correctional services, programs, security, and resources as 
federal prisons, at substantially lower costs.

2. Private prisons provide better rehabilitative services, such 
as educational programs and job training, than what the 
federal government can provide.

3. Private prisons have the same interests as society does: to 
reduce crime, to promote leniency in parole for older 
nonviolent criminals, to release criminals early for good 
behavior, and to find alternatives to locking people up, 
like work release programs.



WHERE DID THE TERM “PRIVATIZATION” COME 
FROM?



SO WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT? 
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REORIENTING COMPETITION FROM TOXIC TO NOBLE



WHAT IS NOBLE COMPETITION? 



"OUR COMPETITORS ARE OUR FRIEND. OUR 
CUSTOMERS ARE THE ENEMY!"



NOBLE COMPETITION 

Helping your rivals reach 
their full potential.

Rafer Johnson with his friend and competitor C.K. Yang after 

completing the decisive 1,500-meter event in the decathlon in 

the 1960 Games in Rome. Johnson narrowly beat Yang for the 

gold medal.



THIS SEEMS ESOTERIC . . . HOW DO WE 
REORIENT TO NOBLE COMPETITION?
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WE ALL HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY

The State’s role: 
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INDUSTRY’S ROLE
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OUR ROLE
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